
Dunn County Fair 

Minimum Safety Requirements 
 
 
Member’s Name:(Last)____________________________ (First)_______________________(Age)_________ 

Address ________________________________________    Phone___________________________________ 

_______________________________________________    Club ____________________________________ 

Horse’s Name ___________________________________    Date ______________________ 

Coggins Test    yes     no 

 

Basic Handling Pass or 

Retest 

Examiner’s Comments 

1.  Lead, turn, and back a horse safely and correctly    P       R  
2.  Lead a horse into and out of a stall    P       R  
3.  Practice safety around the horse while handling    P       R  
4.  Tie a quick release knot    P       R  

Horse 

 

  

6.  Horse displays willingness to perform 

       Examples: Does not bolt, buck, rear or kick 
   P       R  

Riding 

 

  

7.  Mount and dismount properly    P       R  
8.  Equipment, dress, overall attitude and confidence     P       R  
At a walk with control and proper position     
     9.  Start and stop (gradual and balanced)    P       R  
   10.  Check and release (demonstrating control of the horse)    P       R  
   11.  Turn while walking and walk in both directions/  

          able to keep the horse on the rail 
   P       R  

   12.  Ride a circle both directions and do a figure 8    P       R  
At a jog / trot with control and proper position   
   13.  Start and stop (gradual and balanced)    P       R  
   14.  Check and release (demonstrating control of the horse)    P       R  
   15.  Turn while trotting or jogging in both directions/  

          able to keep the horse on the rail 
   P       R  

   16.  Ride a circle both directions and do a figure 8    P       R  
At a lope / canter with control and proper position   
   17.  Start and stop (gradual and balanced)    P       R  
   18. Check and release (demonstrating control of the horse)    P       R  
   19. Able to keep the horse on the rail    P       R  
   20. Ride a circle both directions     P       R  
 Group riding Can ride around others       
   21.Rides safely in a group( ie. Stays at safe riding distance)    P       R  
This Evaluation emphasizes basic, correct, and safe principles of handling and riding a horse.                         Passed__________ 

You must pass numbers 1-6 for halter classes. 1-16 and 21 for walk/trot classes. 1-21 for walk/trot/canter classes. 

A horse may be determined safe for halter or walk/trot only.                                                                                 Retest __________   

          

 

EXAMINER’S SIGNATURE__________________________________________________   DATE _________________________ 


